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S i g n i f i c a n c e o f seed c o a t pattern in Vigna
radiata var. sublobata
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Al~traet. Variations in the microtopography of seed coat in eight natural populations of V.
radiata var. sublobata inhabiting the Palney Hills of Western Ghats (Tamil Nadu) were
investigated with the he~p of sera. The seed coat patterns are population specific, and the
differem patterns can be conveniently classified into two types. It appears that the
polymorphism in seed coat patterns is of genetic origin and is the consequence of adaptation
to spatio-temporal environments.
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1.

lntroduction

During recent years seed biology has attracted the attention of biologists not only
because of its importance in elucidating the evolutionary dynamics of plant
populations (Stebbins 1974; Harper 1977), but also due to its application in
agriculture, forestry and horticulture (Roberts 1972). Scanning electron microscopy
has been extensively used to study the seed topography (Brisson and Peterson 1976),
and the comparative data so obtained have been employed for a variety of purposes--solving systematic problems, identification of hybrids from segregating progenies,
understanding the dormancy and associated physiological phenomena, testing seed
quality and understanding the structural variations associated with pest and disease
resistance (Raina 1971; Mayer and Poljakoff-Mayber 1975; Newanze and Horber
1976; Linskens et al 1977; Horber 1978; Craford and Kayleena 1979; Canne 1979;
Rajendra et al 1979; Yi-Chun Hsiao and Chuang 1981). Studies on the seed coat
polymorphism at the population level are rather limited (Sharma et al 1977).
Vigna radiata var. sublobata (Roxb.) Verdc. is the putative progenitor of V. munoo
(L.) Hepper, and probably of V. radiata (L.) Wilczek, the two major Asian pulseyielding legumes, and is widely distributed in mountainous tracts of western, eastern
and central India. Population genetic analysis of natural populations inhabiting
different ecogeographical regions demonstrate that the populations ate genetically
well-di fferentiated (Ignacimuthu 1981). The present paper deals with the variations in
seed coat microtopography of natural populations of V. radiata var. sublobata
inhabiting the Palney range ofWestern Ghats, and explains the systematic significance
of seed coat polymorphism.
2.

Material and methods

Seed lots from eight natural populations of Vigna radiata (L.) Wilczek var. sublobata
(Roxb.) Verdc. (designated as V~-V s) inhabiting the different ecozones of Palney Hills
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of Western Ghats in Tamilnadu (India) were cotlected and were used as experimental
materials. From each of these air-dried seed lots, turgid seeds (3 -4) were selected at
random, and were processed for scanning. In order to assess the extent of
intrapopulation variability, if any, seeds from 3 to 5 randomly selected phenotypes
within the population were also scanned.
Seeds were cleaned in an uttrasonic cleaner for 10 min to remove all extraneous
material. The cleaned seeds were fixed to the aluminium specimen stubs using silver
paste. The stubs with fixed seeds were placed on the revolving disc of an Edward's
vacuum evaporation unit. Each seed was uniformly coated with 200-300/k thick gold.
The portion of the exposed surface just below the hilum was scanned in all seed
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trigure 1. sE.~photographs of testa from seeds of natural populations of l/igna radiata var.
sublobata. Seed coat pattems (a - f x 792): n, b. in two phenotypesof population V2(Type 1subtype II), c, d. in two phenot2~2~sof population V~ (Type l-subtype II), e. in Vt (Type
l-subtype I), f. in V~ (Type l-subtype I1).

samples, at a constant angle of45 ~ tilt and accelerating potential of 10 kV, on an SEra
(S+ 10 model, Cambridge). The micrographs were taken at different magnifications.
3.

Observations and discussion

Except in population I"5- in all other populations the seed coat was composed of
hexagonal cells arranged in horizontal rows, with longitudinal sutures (that separate
different rows) and horizontal rows (that separate epidermal cells from one another)
having varying degree of prominence and differential ornamentation. Within the
populations, no variability was observed (figures la--d) suggesting that the diversity in
seed coat patterns between populations is of genetic origin rather than an environmentally induced one. The genetic control of seed coat patterns has been wellestablished (Hadfield and Calder 1935; Lamprecht 1940).
Based on the shape ofepidermal cells and their arrangement, the nature of lumen,
the prominence of transverse and longitudinal sutures, and the degree and sculpture of
depositions along sutures, the different patterns can be conveniently classified into two
types: Type I i s characterised by hexagonal epidermal cetls arranged in tiers, with
prominent transverse and longitudinal sutures having heavy depositions, and Type II
includes the pattern which is recognizable by triangular, plano-convex epidermal cells
without prominent longitudinal sutures, and with light and smooth depositions along
boundaries. The microtopography ofseed coat in I/s exemplifies Type II pattern (figure
2c). The seed coat patterns of all other populations belong to Type I, within which two
subtypes can be recognized. Subtype I is represented by Vt wherein the cell lumen is
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convex and pustulate, the transverse sutures are faint, and the longitudinal sutures are
massive and ¡
(figure le), and subtype II includes V2. V~, V~, V6, Vv and Vs, and
is recognizabte by concave lumen of epidermal cells and prominent transverse and
longitudinal sutures with heavy depositions.
In I/: the cell lumen is shallow because of raised, prominent longitudinal and
horizontal sutures, and is pustulate; the depositions are hea~w and rugged in
appearance (figure l f). The pattern of V3 is similar to that of I,'2, except that the
depositions along the sutures ate smooth, and the contour ofcells is slightly obliterated
(figure 2a). In V, and I% the contours ofepidermal cells ate obliterated because of faint
transverse sutures and massive, heavy depositions along longitudinal sutures. The
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Figure 2. SEMphotographs of testa from seeds of natural populations of Vignaradiatavar.
subtobata. Seed coat patterns (a - f • 792): a. in V3 (Type I-subtype II), b. in V4 (Type l subtype I1),e. in V~(Type II), d. in I/~ (Type I-subtype II), e. in V~(Type l-subtype II), f. in
VB(Type 1-subtype II).
longitudinal sutures appear as bars with heavy, s m o o t h depositions which show
irregular fissures (figures 2b, d). A similar pattern was observed in V7 and Vs but the
t o p o g r a p h y in Vvis more rugged because o f the irregular outline o f longitudinal and
transverse sutures and the depositions are heavy along the longitudinal sutures and are
moderate along the transverse sutures (figure 2e); in Vs the contours of cells are
completely obliterated (figure 2f).
The seed coat patterns are population specific, suggesting that the populations are
weU-differentiated, a point that has also been emerged a s a result o f the analysis o f
phenotypic variability (Ignacimuthu 1981). Population VS is distantly related to all
other populations and has been recognized by taxonomists a s a distinct species--Vi9na
bourneae G a m b l e (Verdcourt 1970). It is interesting to note that this taxon constitutes
the extreme end o f the variation spectrum o f seed coat patterns as well as o f phenotypic
traits in the entire complex--mun9o-sublobata-bourneae. V: appears to be m o r e close
to Vs than to any other population and forros a connecting link between V. sublobata
and V. bourneae. The fact that the seed coat patterns o f the populations inhabiting
Palney Hitls are different from those growing in the M a h a r a s h t r a range o f Western
G h a t s (Sharma et al 1977) implies the role o f spatio-temporal environments in the
evolution of seed coat polymorphism. The Palney Hills constitute the eastward
offshoot tip o f the Western Ghats, and are separated by a distance o f 1000 km from the
M a h a r a s h t r a range which forro the western end o f the Ghats.
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